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HISD: Class of 2020 (COVID-19) 

In the waking age of this pandemic, many people have been taking precautions: staying 

indoors to prevent the spread, putting a halt on ceremonies, canceling competitions, and ending 

face-to-face education.  

When our extended break commenced, I was worried at first. I saw how this quarantine 

would, more than likely, be longer than what people presumed. I was upset to hear that Fiesta 

would be cancelled and my sister wouldn’t be able to watch me in the Battle of Flowers and 

Flambeau Night Parades. That wasn’t the only event soon to be cancelled, as I saw UIL 

competitions come to a stop and prom being pushed back until it too was cancelled altogether. It 

feels like, as a senior, you wait all your life, especially their last year in high school, to go to 

prom and graduate with their friends. However, I came to accept that prom wouldn’t happen, and 

I’m okay with it. I would rather keep everyone I’m close with safe by isolating instead of taking 

unnecessary risks by crowding buildings just to go about our normal days like before. 

The main issue that has really affected me since quarantine took place has been my 

education. Distance learning, for myself and others in the class of 2020 has been ineffective, and 

it is frustrating to see the government response, not only the actions our state has taken, but 

America itself. I have spent many years attending school, working hard to pursue a high-quality 

education, yet my education for my final year has been lackluster. The way distance learning was 

handled hasn’t had the same promising effects as they had before quarantine.  Assignments that 

ask you to watch a video and answer questions, with the occasional Zoom Lecture, can never 



replace the learning that happens in a classroom. However, I know this is a complex situation, 

where teachers are finding it difficult to connect to their students, and who can blame them?  

The way education has been taught for many years did not prepare us for this event. 

Districts should have implemented technology more in our daily routines at school, since our 

society now revolves around these devices, and we are now relying on them more than ever 

during this self-isolation. If we utilized technology more in the classroom, then we would’ve 

been more prepared to continue our education properly.  I could be upset about not having a 

prom or the graduation I expected, but I’m really concerned about how many other seniors just 

don’t put the same effort anymore in school now. These once determined individuals have lost 

interest and sadly so have I despite my efforts.  

The quarantine is affecting so many people, and as a senior I feel this will impact the way 

I attend college now and I worry that we’ll go back to the status quo when this is over. The 

response to Covid-19 has shown that we could have easily been orienting our lives around home 

instead of work this whole time. We could have had rent control and universal basic income 

(UBI) this whole time.  but our representatives are more concerned with making sure everything 

gets means-tested.  

I hope for change. I want to make sure the delay in my education is compensated by 

slowly making changes to our educational system so that younger generations won’t have to face 

this issue again.  Isolation left me plenty of time to contemplate and decide what I really want. I 

learned more on my own devoting my time to art, something I’ve been passionate about all my 

life as opposed to the distance learning system.  



As much as it would be nice to have had a prom or spent one last day in school with the 

people I care about, I know one day I’ll see them all again. And I guarantee I won’t take those 

moments for granted anymore. Your last year in high school and your transition to college 

should be special, not full of worry and fear of the unknown. I hope when we’re together we all 

unite and make this change.  


